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ary T.S. Schaffer was born
October 4 1861 in West
Chester Pennsylvania to a
wealthy Quaker family. Mary claimed
she “lacked any homemaker skills”,
but she did enjoy following her father,
a mineralogist, on excursions into the
countryside, developing an interest in
botany and art. This led to a life- long
passion for exploration and discovery,
which she shared with her husband
Dr. Charles Schaffer.
The two made annual trips to the
Canadian Rockies, where Dr. Schaffer
studied the local fauna and Mary
assisted him by drying and pressing the
plants they gathered, as well as drawing
detailed diagrams of the plants. Due
to Dr. Schaffer’s poor health, they had
always kept their field excursions close
to the railway. Mary’s first experience
camping and travelling by horse was
in 1893, when she and Dr. Schaffer
camped in Lake Louise with pioneer
outfitter and guide Tom Wilson and
two Stoney Indigenous guides, named
William and Joshua Twin. Mary, who
was terrified of horses and bears, did
not enjoy the camping experience
and she vowed never to do it again.
However, after her husband’s death
in 1903, she was determined to finish
his work of documenting the fauna of
the Rockies and had a strong desire to
explore further away from the railway
to see more remote areas.
In 1904 she

returned to her old guide and friend
Tom Wilson’s door, asking him to
toughen her up for longer trips into the
wilderness. Tom assigned her a guide
named Billy Warren, or “chief ” as Mary
liked to call him. Billy Warren was an
Englishman who Tom
Wilson believed could
help ease Mary into
the rigors of mountain
exploration. Wilson’s
assessment proved to
be correct, and Billy
Warren became Mary’s
go to guide whenever
she was exploring the
Rockies, and in June
of 1915, the two were
married.
In 1908 Mary
Schaffer and five other
adventurous souls (plus
twenty- two horses
and a dog) set out into
the wilderness to find a lake that was
legendary to the Stoney Tribe of
Morley for its beauty and rich hunting
grounds. The Stoney Tribe called this
lake “Chaba Imne”, meaning Beaver
Lake. Today it is known as Maligne
Lake. Mary Schaffer and her party
found it after three weeks. The party
then spent a week on its shores, before
heading one hundred and seventeen
miles to the Athabasca River. It was
during this time that the area was
becoming more commercialized as
surveyors from all over the world were
coming into the Rockies and leaving
their mark on the landscape. Mary
knew that the opportunity

to view Maligne Lake in its natural and
untouched form was coming to an end,
and so in June of 1911 she headed back
to the lake to survey it.
This time, Mary brought her sister
in law and young nephew Paul with
her. Upon arriving in
Hinton, Mary was
greeted by her old
friend, and local tour
guide Jack Otto. Jack
assisted Mary and her
group through the
knee- deep mud, and
into the wilderness,
while providing them
with the latest news
about the area. At
night the group set up
a teepee where they
would drink tea, tell
stories, and listen to the
sound of the wilderness
surrounding them.
Although the group were going
to Maligne Lake to enjoy its rugged
and relatively untouched beauty, they
were also bringing a gift from the
Canadian Government. Cedar planks,
sixteen feet long, eighteen inches
wide, and just over an inch thick, were
donated to the group in order to make
a boat. The planks were to be carried
through the woods by horse, and
then assembled at Maligne Lake so
Mary, at the request of the Canadian
Government, could survey the area.
Transporting the boat was no easy
feat, as the group discovered
that the winter’s snow
had not melted

completely. This forced them to make
their own path, until they came across
two shovels that had been abandoned
by previous travelers. Mary and her
group were so thankful, they named
this area Shovels Pass.
Once the group arrived at their
destination, Mary began measuring and
taking detailed notes about Maligne
Lake and its surrounding landscape.
This was a tedious task as Mary had
never used these sorts of instruments
before. Nevertheless, Mary managed to
survey the lake, and give her findings
to the government. Mary also named
the majority of the mountains, lakes,
and streams of the surrounding area
while she was there. Her hard work
and thorough documentation of the
area contributed to the lake’s inclusion
in Jasper National Park’s boundaries.
Mary Schaffer died in 1939, but
her influence is still seen through how
we view the landscape surrounding
Maligne Lake. An avid photographer,
her determination to explore and
document the area has produced awe
inspiring original photographs. Today
Maligne Lake is a popular destination
for those looking to experience the
rugged and beautiful nature of the
Rockies, and it is easy to see why Mary
and her travelling companions were so
determined to study and preserve its
legendary status.

Guide Kirsten Schmitten of All Things Wild, is a proud sponsor of the article for Mary Schaffer, who forged a path for women in the wilderness.
All Things Wild leads amazing 1/2 and full day hikes through the wilderness Mary Schaffer so loved. To book a hike call 780-852-5193.

JASPER YELLOWHEAD MUSEUM & ARCHIVES - Open Daily, 10am – 5pm. 400 Bonhomme St. (Across
from the Activity Centre). Current and upcoming temporary exhibitions include “A History of Camping in Jasper”, by Parks Canada, May –
October, 2019; “Canadian National Railway, 100th Anniversary in Jasper”, July 1st – November 15th, 2019. To learn more about other upcoming
events and exhibitions at the museum visit our website at www.jaspermuseum.org
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